IFSC EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP BOULDERING 2015

RAISING EXCITEMENT FOR THE IFSC EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP FOR BOULDERING
MAY 14TH - 16TH, 2015

A three-day event that you cannot miss, the IFSC European Championship for bouldering will take place in Innsbruck (AUT). Enjoy the beginning of the international climbing season in the stunning capital city of Tyrol in western Austria.

What to Expect at This European Championship?

Get ready to enjoy three days full of exciting competitions that are going to give you goose bumps. In the heart of the city of Innsbruck, thousands of people will get together to celebrate sport climbing and cheer our athletes to give us a great show. This event will start with a special opening by Terri B, an American dance and pop singer.

Later on, the most important European bouldering event will present different performances of numerous well-known athletes like Anna Stöhr and Jakob Schubert from Austria. Every single athlete will have to fight to qualify for the semi-finals and then the finals. Each time is harder and more competitive, who is going to be on the podium this year?

Finally, we will close the ceremony with a big celebration: the Red Bull Championsparty. This free-entrance party will be on Saturday, May 16th, 2015 in the historic halls of the Orangerie in the congress Innsbruck. Have a good fun in the competitions and the after party: we can’t wait to see you in this amazing event.

Stay tuned

Enjoy Semi-Finals and Finals of this first bouldering competition live on http://www.ifsc-climbing.org, and for Austrian people on the ORF TV Channel.

To find a complete calendar of the European Championship 2015 click here.
Media Relations

A news edit and a dope sheet will be available for TVs 6 hours maximum after the end of the finals - you will be able to download it here:
https://ifsc.egroupware.net/egw/share.php/rzb6RMCFnF74M6TQqGlihMewWF6cEjds

IFSC EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP (B) INNSBRUCK (AUT)

Provisional program

Wednesday, May 13

19:30 Opening ceremony

Thursday, May 14 Qualification round

08:00 Isolation zone opens for men
09:00 Isolation zone closes for men
10:00-14:00 Qualification men
14:00 Isolation zone opens for women
15:00 Isolation zone closes for women
16:00 – 20:00 Qualification women

Friday, May 15: Semi-final round

16:00 Isolation zone opens for semi-finals men & women
17:00 Isolation zone closes for semi-finals men & women
18:00 - 20:30 Semi-finals for men & women
Saturday, May 16th: Final round

17:30 Isolation zone opens for finals men & women
18:30 Isolation zone closes for finals men & women
19:30 Finals men & women
Afterwards Award ceremony
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VIDEOS
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/ifscchannel

PHOTOS
For a selection of photos available shortly after each event, please visit the Photo Gallery on www.ifsc-climbing.org

SOCIAL MEDIA
Stay connected to latest IFSC and Sport Climbing updates, please follow us on:
Twitter   Facebook   LinkedIn